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Foundation Press dive deep into BALTIC’s archive
to unbox printed ephemera revealing the origins of
the BALTIC brand. Selecting material to remix and
represent, using a set of 10 specially-written creative
games as a framework, they will create an expanded
zine installation presented within BALTIC Library.
This newsletter features creative responses to
these games made by students from University of
Sunderland’s Foundation Art & Design programme and
also students from MA(RCA)/MSc Innovation Design
Engineering, The Royal College of Art/Imperial College
London: Georgie Donkin, Raegan Robson, Libby Afsahi,
Alise Aldersone, Maddy Bays, Laura Clark, Josh Crulley,
Kimia Daneshi, Frances Fletcher, Shannon Millen,
Chloe Nesbitt, Jing Liau, Ori Blich, Chris Chen, Nirmal
Thomas, Grace Louise Duan, Linxi Cao, Barna Soma
Biro, Selene Sarı, Hunaid Nagaria, Chloe So, Bingqin
Yang, Priyanshu Mukhopadhyay, William Eliot, Elizabeth
Lee, Fergus Laidlaw, Jasper Mallinson, Valeria Martinelli,
Tunmise Otegbayo, Orestis Neokleous, Irene jia,
Sebastian Tam, Sachin Mehra, Lyla Xing, Daniel Hale,
Chris Chen, James Williams, Bingqin Yang, Elizabeth
Lee, Felix Chen, Hunaid Nagaria, Summer Chen, Linxi
Cao, Otegbaayo Tunmise David, Juan Ignacio Rion,
Rui Ma, Selene Sari, Eden Harrison, William Eliot, Lyla
Xing, Benjamin Williams, Zihao Guo, Mona Daud, Yanan
Guo. Additional contributions were added by Alexandra
Hughes, Matthew Stalker, Christo Wallers, Arlo Fleming,
Oscar Fleming and Ilana Mitchell.
Foundation Press explore community publishing and
collaborative design. Foundation Press is led by Adam
Phillips and Deborah Bower, working with a wider
network of artists and communities on a project-byproject basis.

1. B is for BALTIC

5. HALL0 H&G

8. Sliding Doors

Using collage or marker pen; design an alternative B
which would propose a different feeling identity for
BALTIC Centre for Contemporary Art. Plan this letter
first and then finalise it at scale, within the A3 page
template provided. Discuss how the letter feels before
adding this letter to our archive of expressive B’s.

Early BALTIC branding, including the typeface BALTIC
Affisch, was designed by Art directors Henrik Nygren
and Greger Ulf Nilson, in dialogue with BALTIC’s
founding director Sune Nordgren. Preserved within
the BALTIC Print Archive are a series of typewriterwritten notes, from Nygren and Ulf Nilson, critiquing the
institution’s initial print ephemera. Using social media or
email get in touch with the designers and interview them
about this particular commission.

Imagine BALTIC had been put somewhere else entirely.
Imagine that a different line of thought and conversation
at the time of BALTIC’s conception meant that the Baltic
Flour Mill was not the location of the Contemporary Art
gallery. Using copies of images of the gallery within the
newsletters can you draw on top what else might be
here now? Has nature taken over? Is it something else
entirely? Draw these parallel universes.

2. Feel 400% Better
Cut together images taken from the BALTIC newsletters.
You can only include these images in your design once
they have been enlarged 400% on the photocopier
(the maximum magnification available on most copiers).
Naturally this will move you into more abstract and
textural territories; what new landscapes can you create
from these fragments of an archive?
3. Capital City
Build a simple architectural structure, using collage,
placed within an A3 page. You may use a maximum of
3x printed copies of 1x letter from the BALTIC Affisch
typeface only. Your structure might be very sturdy or
prone to collapse.
4. Finally the recognition you deserve
Using existing BALTIC brand templates visualise the
invite for a big solo show of your artwork held on
Level 5. Add your name (or chosen pseudonymn) in
112pt BALTIC Affisch at the top and the name for your
exhibition underneath in 18pt Akzidenz Grotesk. Use
cut-up or collage if struggling to create an original title.
Select an image or colour background for your invite.

9. Forbidden Fruit
6. White Cubes
In Brian O’Doherty’s art school classic Inside the White
Cube, the writer notes, ‘We have reached a point
now where we see not the art but the space first.’ The
BALTIC Newsletters (which totalled 16 broadsheetsized issues, running from 1998 until the opening of
the building in 2002) used print as a temporary gallery
space; filling the pages with artist’s work alongside
discussion of what BALTIC could/should/would be.
Select images extracted from the newsletter series,
place one (or more) image on top of another image.
Create exhibitions of collaged images.
7. Taxonomicals
Pick a page from any BALTIC Newsletter and
photocopy it. Cut up all the words from the photocopied
page and categorise them. How would you like to
categorise them? Grammatically, by nouns, adjectives?
By feeling; positive, emphatic, boring? Display your
categorised words on an A3 page in a manner of your
choosing. If you so desire, read them aloud as a piece
of performance poetry.

The guidelines for how to use BALTIC’s logo state,
‘Distortion of the logo either horizontally or vertically is
forbidden.’ In Bruno Munari’s Design as Art (1966), he
explores, ‘exercises in altering and deforming a wellknown brand name until it reaches the limits of legibility’.
Following Munari’s inspiration, distort BALTIC’s logo
horizontally, vertically or in anyway you can imagine, to
see when it reaches its limits of legibility.
10. Our Truisms
In October 2000, a number of Jenny Holzer’s Truisms
were projected onto landmarks along the quayside
of NewcastleGateshead as part of the exhibition
B.HOLZER. Offering starting points for debate rather
than expressions of the artist’s own beliefs, the Truisms
presented included LACK OF CHARISMA CAN BE
FATAL and YOUR ACTIONS ARE POINTLESS IF NO
ONE NOTICES. Holzer’s art was further distributed
via a number of beer coasters, which could be found
mopping up spilt drinks in the city’s pubs and bars. Can
you attempt to write your own truisms for 2022? Short
provocations which might resonate with the wider world
today. Broadcast a selection of these Truisms publicly;
ideally by printing the best of these text artworks on
beer coasters and placing them in a local pub or cafe.
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1. B is for BALTIC

2. Feel 400% Better

Using collage or marker pen; design an alternative B which
would propose a different feeling identity for BALTIC Centre for
Contemporary Art. Plan this letter first and then finalise it at scale,
within the A3 page template provided. Discuss how the letter feels
before adding this letter to our archive of expressive B’s.

Cut together images taken from the BALTIC newsletters. You can only
include these images in your design once they have been enlarged 400%
on the photocopier (the maximum magnification available on most copiers).
Naturally this will move you into more abstract and textural territories; what
new landscapes can you create from these fragments of an archive?

3. Capital City
Build a simple architectural structure, using collage,
placed within an A3 page. You may use a maximum
of 3x printed copies of 1x letter from the BALTIC
Affisch typeface only. Your structure might be very
sturdy or prone to collapse.

4. Finally the recognition you deserve
Using existing BALTIC brand templates visualise the
invite for a big solo show of your artwork held on
Level 5. Add your name (or chosen pseudonymn)
in 112pt BALTIC Affisch at the top and the name
for your exhibition underneath in 18pt Akzidenz
Grotesk. Use cut-up or collage if struggling to
create an original title. Select an image or colour
background for your invite.

5. HALL0 H&G
Early BALTIC branding, including the typeface BALTIC
Affisch, was designed by Art directors Henrik Nygren
and Greger Ulf Nilson, in dialogue with BALTIC’s
founding director Sune Nordgren. Preserved within
the BALTIC Print Archive are a series of typewriterwritten notes, from Nygren and Ulf Nilson, critiquing the
institution’s initial print ephemera. Using social media or
email get in touch with the designers and interview them
about this particular commission.

Foundation Press: In January, we were asked to respond
creatively to a box of printed matter from BALTIC’s
archive. The contents of the box focussed a lot on the
initiation of the museum, specifically the development
of its brand and graphic identity, as well as a series
of newspaper-format newsletters, which were shared
publicly in the years leading up to the BALTIC opening
in 2002.
We wrote a series of graphic games (which we
nicknamed The Quick Fox & The Lazy Dog) as a tactic
for looking at the archival materials, and a way people
could get involved and make new stuff in connection to
the things we were looking at. We ran some workshops
where people made collages, text pieces and drawings
– we held a little poster display here in the library within
the BALTIC.
But one thing within that box of archival stuff that
especially intrigued us was this set of typewriter-written
notes critiquing the early bits of BALTIC’s printed
ephemera. The cards had a rating system (1 was bad
and 5 was excellent) and they were written in a frank
and funny way. We realised they were written by you, so
we felt we had to try and get in touch! Do you still share
feedback using this system and a typewriter?
Greger Ulf Nilson: I think me and Henrik have a love
affair with typewriters [Greger holds up his red Olivetti
typewriter and Henrik then holds up a similar-looking red
typewriter]. It was just a part of the game of working on
that project I think, you know.
Henrik Nygren: Nowadays, we might have had to make
a thick manual, a brand bible, where you turn to page
96 to read about the guidelines for business cards, and
then for letterheads etc. But our work for BALTIC wasn’t
like this.

up doing this work together. Sune gave us some kind
of commission to present ‘x’ amount of pieces that they
could play around with and I think there was these guys
in Gateshead too who were using these pieces, making
the newsletters and early marketing. Ripe Design I think
they were called.
FP: They’ve changed names at a few points, naturally
over the past 20 years, but I think they are still the same
designers of BALTIC’s marketing and they are still using
elements of that original tool kit you made.
HN: We said from the beginning that everything should
be produced locally with local designers and local
printers. Don’t print anything elsewhere on any kinds of
fancy paper.
This is really the opposite of how you normally deliver
an institution’s identity, where you must deliver it very
strictly and you produce all the design work for the first
5 years or whatever. I think that this is the only time
where we have worked like this. Greger and I together, I
think this is the only time we let it go.
GUN: Yeah. It’s very, very rare for sure.
HN: Yeah, we kind of dropped it into the sea and then
we said goodbye. Sometimes I get BALTIC emails or
invitations or printed stuff coming in and it’s nice to see
it still in use. It’s nice to think that someone has found it
easy to use or easy to remember or something…
GUN: Back then, like three years before the building
opened, they were having a number of pop-up
exhibitions around the region. I think we just said OK, so
why don’t you make this beer tray? You know what you
put your glass on in the pubs.

posters saying ‘COME TO BALTIC’, trying to generate
audience at a time when no one really knew what
BALTIC even was.
HN: There were some major projects in that pre-building
time. I remember we went up to the Antony Gormley
statue (The Angel of the North, 1998). Sune knew him
personally very well and he helped make that statue
happen way before BALTIC opened, but it was in
connection to the BALTIC. Also Anish Kapoor did this
enormous, fantastic installation at the BALTIC when they
have taking away all the silos (Taratantara, 1999). And
the plastic from the sculpture they re-used in the covers
of the books about Kapoor’s work. Then the huge
projected texts on the façade.
FP: Jenny Holzer’s Truisms? There was an exhibition
called B.Holzer (2000) where a number of her artworks
were projected across Newcastle and Gateshead.
A few of those text artworks featured on some beer
coasters right?
HN: Yes they did. But that is where what Sune did
was so much more important, than marketing, more
important than business cards or signage systems.
Those big spectacles and events were so smart
because people came and had a look at it, in what was
before only an empty silo – they had they had an affair
with the building itself. He knew what kind of buttons
to press to get people interested, which links to the
toolbox and branding because if we have made this
full complete super identity, he would have been more
restricted. I think that Sune needed to operate quite
freely, bringing in people and other artists allowing
space to figure out what is was together.
FP: What else do you remember about working on the
BALTIC branding?

GUN: The blocks? No, we found them at an old
letterpress printer in Sweden. We did use the typeface
on the side of the building. That informed the bold look
of it.
FP: See, that’s what we kind of assumed that maybe
there might not be total truth in that story.
HN: But we could make up the story right now and say
that we actually snuck into Buckingham Palace and in
the basement there was a little printing shop where we
found the Queen wandering around with a cup of tea
and behind her there was this a fantastic set of type that
we just used, and that’s the truth!
FP: Let’s go with it. We will pass that story on and see if
in 20 years, that’s what people are saying.
HN: The truth is that many brands are like a full suit or
something. They’re the shoes, the socks, belts, pants;
the whole shift. I mean the people can’t move. We felt
that the designers had to be able to test things out, see
how it felt, work with different artists and designers. So,
we really only gave them the socks perhaps.
FP: Dress yourself.
HN: Yeah, do whatever you want with it. But I think it’s
good if we back up the story a bit. What we found was
something that was already there. We had the blocks
digitised and we added some of the pieces that weren’t
there in the original blocks.
The typeface kept the little chips and broken corners
of the blocks, we didn’t destroy it, it was really what it
was. Which was a nice thing, we could have looked for
hundreds of different pieces of type but we didn’t. We
just said OK, this is fine. It’s not exactly like the ones on
the facade, but that’s also fine.

HN: Coasters.
GUN: BALTIC already had some designers that were
going to do the regular design jobs (laying out flyers,
posters, books etc.), so we just made-up a ‘toolbox’ of
things and then we shared some suggestions of how to
use these tools.
We made the BALTIC Affisch typeface and also offered
some suggestions on formats, like suggesting they
could make a newspaper or magazine in that size,
maybe just only black and white. Maybe we did a few
letterheads and maybe business cards. But in terms
of the newsletters you mention, we just made up like a
mood board of how these could look. I don’t think we
ever made one of the newspapers, did we Henrik?
HN: No, I don’t think so. The whole thing was based on
ideas from a friend of ours, who was the first director of
BALTIC – Sune Nordgren. Sune became the director
4 or 5 years before the building even opened. He lived
in Newcastle with his family for a while and he brought
in different kinds of people to the BALTIC project. In
particular, there were a lot of Swedish people involved,
perhaps too many and I think that stirred up a bit of
a conflict in Gateshead, perhaps? Sune was an exGraphic Designer way back and he had also run a
publishing house, so he had particular visual ideas and
contacts who he wanted to collaborate with. Sune
invited Greger in, who then invited me and we ended

GUN: Yeah, with messages on, saying there is a pop-up
exhibition or whatever. So for that we made a capital ‘B’
with the dot just after. So that was like a pre-logo design
for the whole thing and then the BALTIC typeface came
after.
HN: Sune said that we have to get the audience on our
side, we need to ensure that local people like coming
to BALTIC. He drove around in his own car, stopping
off at pubs across the city and giving them the stacks
of coasters to use. Ways of getting the message out
locally in an informal way.
Sune gave us a few leads on stuff as he had a strong
vision and knew the area – we knew nothing. We
came once or twice or something. He was the guy who
knew about the city and how he can run it through the
funders, the council, the mayors etc. We did a lot but we
didn’t do that much at the same time.
FP: It’s really interesting to hear you describe that time.
We, both have a background in organising DIY events
and exhibitions, that would often involve us running
around putting our posters up, dashing to different
bars on our bikes. But BALTIC is such a large-scale
institution, it’s fun to remember when it was a few
people in a tiny office, nipping around dropping off

GUN: It was like a small competition in a way, going for
this job. It was put out for tender and we had to pitch for
it. I remember sitting with the mayor of Gateshead and
various other officials around a huge table. We gave a
presentation about what we were thinking we could do
for them. Specifically we proposed the custom-made
typeface. These days you can make a .otf file pretty
quickly and it goes like that. But back then it was not
that easy. It’s like 24 years ago or something. Not every
institution had their own typeface, not a completely
custom one. This was something more from the
commercial world, like things that huge companies like
Volvo or Audi did. The typeface that we made was so
strong and bold, maybe not (at the time) the most, shall
we say, ‘hip’ typeface, but it certainly had character.
FP: What are the origins of the BALTIC Affisch
typeface? We assumed references to the architecture
of BALTIC itself, the height of the building for example
and also maybe the original signage on the side of the
building (Joseph Frank Ltd). In the BALTIC archive there
are 4 wooden printing blocks – we discovered a myth
from staff at the BALTIC, saying that these were found
in the original building prior to the conversion and that
you used them to inform the design of the typeface. Is
there any truth in that?

GUN: You should know – Sune was the director of the
BALTIC but he wasn’t the one to decide if we get this
job or not. That was the responsibility of this group of
men, including the mayor of Gateshead and his staff.
We flew to the northeast with our presentation printed
on boards, like 12 big boards (70x100cm). It was tricky
just getting them on the plane! We were quite nervous
because we were going to England to make this
presentation in a different language and everything.
Anyway, we presented our ideas for almost an hour, they
were sitting there and we can’t tell if they are interested
in what we are saying or not. Once we had made our
presentation the room was completely silent. No one
said anything and they were looking at each other and of
course they were looking at the mayor waiting for him to
be the first one to say something. It was just completely
silent and deadly for maybe a minute before finally the
mayor started talking and he said to me and Henrik, ‘are
you men from Sweden, always dressed in black?’
HN: Yeah, thank you very much. Have you listened?
Where have you been, sleeping? It was kind of funny.
GUN: It turns out they were actually very happy about
our proposal. A few weeks later they sent us a letter or
fax or whatever – asking us to fulfill what we presented.

FP: It’s quite hard when you’re trying to get a job like
this. When they don’t really tell you what they want, they
are waiting for you to make it, but they have specific
expectations. You can end up putting so much work in
before you even get the job.
HN: It was almost before the computer age, there was
no PDF we could just email over. It was a hassle, just to
get to the pitch – arriving into Newcastle with all those
printed displays, it’s like we were snowboarders!
It was also difficult because we do not know what Sune
(Nordgren) has said to them and he’s not in that room
to decide whether we get the job or not. It was a useful
lesson in what you should say and in which order you
should say it.
That was in 1998, so here we are 24 years later and we
went on to their website the other day and it just makes
us happy to see that it all looks kind of good.
FP: It is a really well-known brand here in the north of
England. As you say Greger, it’s not that common to
have a completely custom typeface. The BALTIC Affisch
typeface is probably up there with Calvert (Margaret
Calvert’s typeface used on the Tyne & Wear Metro
system) as one of the best known in the region.
HN: Yeah, I mean it’s a simple. One of those simple
recipes that works – we told them never to use the
BALTIC logo small in the corner, but blow it up as big as
you can.
HN: We did a similar project for a museum here in
Sweden called Moderna Museet, myself, Greger and
also Björn Kusoffsky from Stockholm Design Lab.
Bjorn happened to find this piece of handwriting in
the archives by Robert Rauschenberg which ended
up becoming the logo for that museum. We asked
Rauschenberg for his permission to use it and he said
yes – it’s a logo that cannot be redesigned because it
is his handwriting. Maybe it’s the same thing with the
BALTIC logo, it’s something simple but it works.
GUN: I mean at the end of everything it’s about
relationships and confidence, right? The instructions
were very easy from us, ‘here’s your typeface, don’t use
it small, use it bold.’
FP: Thanks for talking to us, as we say, we were really
keen to talk to you because Graphic Design is not
always something that people think about, but I think it’s
really interesting as it reveals layers of collaboration and
thought which are often underexplored. Your work here
has had a big impact and it has been useful to learn
more about what happened.
HN: Good luck with it all. Please send us what you
make and whatever it is, we promise not to comment on
it with our typewriters!
Friday 11th February 2022.

6. White Cubes
In Brian O’Doherty’s art school classic Inside the White Cube, the writer notes,
‘We have reached a point now where we see not the art but the space first.’ The
BALTIC Newsletters (which totalled 16 broadsheet-sized issues, running from 1998
until the opening of the building in 2002) used print as a temporary gallery space; filling
the pages with artist’s work alongside discussion of what BALTIC could/should/would
be. Select images extracted from the newsletter series, place one (or more) image on
top of another image. Create exhibitions of collaged images.

7. Taxonomicals
Pick a page from any BALTIC Newsletter and photocopy it.
Cut up all the words from the photocopied page and categorise
them. How would you like to categorise them? Grammatically, by
nouns, adjectives? By feeling; positive, emphatic, boring?
Display your categorised words on an A3 page in a manner of
your choosing. If you so desire, read them aloud as a piece of
performance poetry.

8. Sliding Doors
Imagine BALTIC had been put somewhere else entirely. Imagine that
a different line of thought and conversation at the time of BALTIC’s
conception meant that the Baltic Flour Mill was not the location of the
Contemporary Art gallery. Using copies of images of the gallery within
the newsletters can you draw on top what else might be here now?
Has nature taken over? Is it something else entirely? Draw these
parallel universes.

9. Forbidden Fruit
The guidelines for how to use BALTIC’s logo state, ‘Distortion of the
logo either horizontally or vertically is forbidden.’ In Bruno Munari’s
Design as Art (1966), he explores, ‘exercises in altering and deforming a
well-known brand name until it reaches the limits of legibility’. Following
Munari’s inspiration, distort BALTIC’s logo horizontally, vertically or in
anyway you can imagine, to see when it reaches its limits of legibility.

10. Our Truisms
In October 2000, a number of
Jenny Holzer’s Truisms were
projected onto landmarks
along the quayside of
NewcastleGateshead as part of
the exhibition B.HOLZER.
Offering starting points for
debate rather than expressions
of the artist’s own beliefs, the
Truisms presented included
LACK OF CHARISMA CAN BE
FATAL and YOUR ACTIONS
ARE POINTLESS IF NO ONE
NOTICES. Holzer’s art was
further distributed via a number
of beer coasters, which could be
found mopping up spilt drinks in
the city’s pubs and bars. Can you
attempt to write your own truisms
for 2022? Short provocations
which might resonate with the
wider world today. Broadcast
a selection of these Truisms
publicly; ideally by printing the
best of these text artworks on
beer coasters and placing them in
a local pub or cafe.
These Truisms made were written
by students from MA(RCA)/MSc
Innovation Design Engineering,
The Royal College of Art/Imperial
College London: Jing Liau,
Ori Blich, Chris Chen, Nirmal
Thomas, Grace Louise Duan,
Linxi Cao, Barna Soma Biro,
Selene Sarı, Hunaid Nagaria,
Chloe So, Bingqin Yang,
Priyanshu Mukhopadhyay, William
Eliot, Elizabeth Lee, Fergus
Laidlaw, Jasper Mallinson, Valeria
Martinelli, Tunmise Otegbayo,
Orestis Neokleous, Irene jia,
Sebastian Tam, Sachin Mehra,
Lyla Xing, Daniel Hale,
Chris Chen, James Williams,
Bingqin Yang, Elizabeth Lee,
Felix Chen, Hunaid Nagaria,
Summer Chen, Linxi Cao,
Otegbaayo Tunmise David,
Juan Ignacio Rion, Rui Ma,
Selene Sari, Eden Harrison,
William Eliot, Lyla Xing,
Benjamin Williams, Zihao Guo,
Mona Daud, Yanan Guo.
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